
We’ve taken our most popular size scraper and made it more 

industrial. This robust design is the perfect fit for serious field 

drainage work to improve your crop yield. The 140TS2 is sized 

correctly to meet the sweet spot of maneuverability, hauling 

capacity, and horsepower. With a 25% tractor to 75% scraper 

weight transfer ratio, Ashland’s direct mount scrapers require 

less horsepower than traditional dolly wheel scrapers; which 

means the 140TS2 will be easier to load and require less effort 

for operators.

140TS2
DIRECT MOUNT EJECTOR SCRAPER

Designed for customers who need 
greater flotation in soft conditions. The 
23.5 x 25 OTR rear tires have a longer 
rolling radius to keep you moving when 
the going gets tough.

GET IMPROVED 
FLOTATION WITH 
THE LGP EDITION

14yd3 HEAPED
CAPACITY 97.5" CUTTING 

WIDTH 200-500
RECOMMENDED

HORSEPOWER



 › Arched bowl sides keep material 
collected within the bowl rather 
that spilling over the sides onto the 
bowl side frame, pivot joints on the 
front section and apron cylinders, 
which translates into longer life 
and less downtime. 

 › The apron arm has been changed 
to provide large clearance between 
the arm and the side frame when 
fully closed. 

 › All the outboard pivoting supports 
have been changed from a 90 
degree to a stronger 45 degree 
outboard support. This provides 
a large support area and more 
welded surface. 

 › The rack is tilt-able and can be 
positioned backwards 30 degrees 
for top loading, forward 30 degrees 
for normal scraper operations or 
flat for reduced transport height.

 › Convenient grease zerks in all 
wheel hubs

 › The rear channel for the plastic 
slides have deeper engagement 
to provide longer life of the plastic 
slide. 

 › Protruding boron through hardened 
center stinger blade (optional 
serrated), left and right corner 
blades and side router bits

 › 20.5 x 25 OTR Tires 140TS2 
23.5 x 25 OTR Tires on LGP Edition

 › Pushbar Extension

 › Heavy duty scraper swivel yoke 
(requires specialized tractor hitch)

 › Dual-plated floor

 › Trunnion-block with improved 
grease retention

 › Heavy wall front section with taper 
trailing arms

 › Laser pad on cross-member

 › 1 year structural Warranty /  
2 year hydraulic cylinder warranty

SPECIFICATIONS 

Heaped Capacity 14 yd3 (10.7 m3)

Recommended HP 250-500 hp (186-373 kw)

Width of Cut 97.5" (247.6 cm)

Apron Clearance 57" (144.8 cm)

Ejector Cylinder (1) 4.5" x 54" (114 mm x 1,372 mm)

Apron Cylinder (2) 4" x 13" (102 mm x 330 mm)

Lift Cylinder (2) 5" x 20" (127 mm x 508 mm)

Laser / GPS Bracket Standard

Standard Tires (2) 18.4 x 26

LGP Edition Tires (2) 20.5 x 25

Overall Width 110" (279.4 cm)

Overall Length 333" (845.8 cm)

Overall Height 85" (215.9 cm)

Weight  
(w/ std. bias tire) 14,400 lb (6,532 kg)

LGP Edition Weight  
(w/ std. bias tire) 15,173 lb (6,882 kg)

DOUBLE CAPACITY  
TO 28 CU. YDS. WITH  
A TANDEM SETUP

EQUIPMENT FEATURES

140TS2-LGP140TS2
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